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Module 8 Overview Document 

Table 1: Timeline of Tasks in the Module 

Timeline 
of tasks in 
the 
Module 

Day 1 75 min 8.1 Which One Doesn’t Belong? 
Homework 8.2 Examining Student Thinking about Static vs. 

Dynamic Representations of Function: Which One 
Doesn’t Belong? 
Read:  
Bailey, N. G., Reed, S. D., Fye, K., McCulloch, A. 

W., & Lovett, J. N. (2020). #WODB: The 
power of dynamic representations. 
Mathematics Teacher: Learning and 
Teaching PK-12, 113(10), 845–850. 

Day 2 15 min 8.3 Matching Functions to Their Dynagraph 
60 min 8.4 Deciding How to Respond: Matching 

Functions to Their Dynagraph 

8.4 Facilitation Notes 

Prior to completing this task, teachers must have first completed 8.3 Matching Functions 
to Their Dynagraphs. In this task, teachers will see students completing the same task 
and be asked to compare and contrast the ways they reason about matching a function 
with its dynagraph representation.  

We recommend facilitating this task in two parts, Q1-Q4 and then after discussing 
those, complete Q5. Once they have completed Q1-Q4, facilitate a whole class 
discussion highlighting the difference between the aspects of function that each of the 
pairs of students attended to as they worked to match each function to its dynagraph 
representation (see sample responses below).  

Then provide time for teachers to work in pairs to complete their script for Q6. To share 
the script ideas, we recommend asking teachers to take on the various roles and 
actually acting them out. When discussing after acting out, each of the scripts consider 
the following,  

● In what way(s) did the teacher or students use the technology to communicate
their thinking in the vignette?

● In what way(s) did the teacher in the script use what we know about the students’
current understandings from our noticing to advance their thinking?

● Ask the authors of the script to explain the decisions they made, e.g., which
students they included and in what order, how they used the technology.

https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/materials/8.0_At_a_Glance.pdf
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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8.4 Sample Responses 
Deciding How to Respond: Matching Functions to Their Dynagraphs 

The learning goal for the Matching Functions to Their Dyngraphs Task is: 
● Students will understand the connections between a dynagraph and a Cartesian

graph (i.e., parallel vs. perpendicular number lines).

Specific performance goals include: 
● Given a dynagraph, students will describe the key characteristics of a function
● Given a Cartesian graph, students will describe the key characteristics of a

function
● Students will compare and contrast the ways in which dynagraphs and Cartesian

graphs highlight (or not) key characteristics of functions.

In this task you are going to examine students’ work on the Exploring Rates of Change 
task. Remember there are 4 functions, each represented using a different colored 
dynagraph and you were asked to match each dynagraph to one of the functions listed 
below.  

Exploring Rates of Change GeoGebra Applet 

1. 𝑦 = −𝑥 + 2
2. 𝑦 = √𝑥
3. 𝑦 = 𝑥!
4. 𝑦 = 2"
5. 𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 3

The overarching learning goal for this task was to understand that rate of change is the 
determining characteristic of a function family.  

Q1. What strategies do you anticipate high school students would use to match the 
functions to their dynagraph representations?  

Teacher responses will vary 
● I think students will line up the input on 0 and see the output as a way to

eliminate some options to start. Doing that they will see that red is #5, blue is
either #2 or #3, orange is #1, and green is #3 (because 2 is greater than 1).

● I think students will see that red is decreasing as it is dragged to the left and
increasing as it is dragged to the right, so it goes with #5. Blue is always positive,
so it must be something like #3. The output on green is never negative and
seems to be close to zero when the input gets smaller and smaller so it is #4.

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://www.geogebra.org/m/qtbyfn6n
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Then that would leave orange and #1 and #2. Since the domain seems to be all 
real numbers, orange must be #1.  

● I hope some students pay attention to how fast things are moving and in which
direction. So starting w/ each dynagraph pulled all the way to the left and then
watching what happens as they pull it to the right.

Below there are three different video clips of students working on the Exploring Rates of 
Change task. For each pair of students, attend to the strategy(ies) the students are 
using to match the functions to their dynagraph.  

Q2. Attend to the strategy(ies) that Elise and Tilaya are using to match the functions to 
their dynagraphs. 

Pair 1: Elise and Tilaya 

Teacher responses will vary 
● They put red input at -2 and see the output is to the left, they expect it to be 0, so

they say it can’t be that one. They carry out this strategy for each one and when
they get to the green one as soon as they see the output is 0 they say “bingo, the
first one is green”.  Then they start working on #2. They decide to try 4 because
the sqrt of 4 is 2, so it will be easy to check. They first slide the red dynagraph to
approx -4 and say it doesn’t work. They do the same for the blue and orange and
say each doesn't work, but seem surprised. Then Elise says “oh wait, I’m going in
the negatives”. They go back up to red to try again, but then Elise pauses and
starts to question what they did for #1 thinking about whether or not they used 2
or -2 and what that means with the -x. Elise says “we didn’t plug in -2, we
plugged in 2. But the negative was already there. So…I should have been
moving to the other way.” She says “let me try this again” and moves each of the
inputs to 2 on the dynagraph starting with the red one and working her way
down. On the orange she says “yeah, it's the same answer”, but then slides the
green input to 2 and sees the output shoot further to the right and says
somewhat surprised “no its not! Wait…now I’m confused”. She decides maybe
she did it right the first time and decides to move on. Next the video jumps and
we see Elise and Tilaya talking about the orange dynagraph and saying “I think it
might be exponential” Elise uses her cursor to point to the connecting arrow on
the blue dynagraph and says “like with these ones, they are so close” (referring
to the distance between the input and output) Then pointing to the orange
dynagraph she says “but this one like jumps” as she moves her cursor showing
the distance between the input and output. Tilaya seems to agree. Elise then
starts to drag the input of the orange dynagraph and examine it more closely.
She moves the input to the left and sees the output move further to the right but
then starts comparing the value of where the input and output are on the number
lines and says “the output is like double the input.” Tilaya suggests they try #4.
They discuss what value to “plug in” and decide on 2. The dynagraph is currently
set with the input value being less than 0, and it seems that they are thinking of

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.4_dynamic_Function_Match_Elise_and_Tilaya_videopage.html
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this as 2 or -2.  Tilaya is working on a piece of paper it seems and says “thats 4”. 
Elise says yeah and reiterates that it “looks like the top is twice the bottom.” They 
seem satisfied that the orange must be #4, but do not recognize that the input is 
on -2 and not 2. 

● Elise and Tilaya used two different strategies. At first they are imagining
“plugging in” particular values to each of the functions and then setting each
dynagraph at that value and compare (e.g., 𝑥 = 2). Later they start paying
attention to the distance between the input and output (as represented by the
connecting arrows) before then testing with particular points. They do get
confused a few times about whether or not the input values they are testing
should be positive or negative because of the “-x” on #1.

● It looks like Elise and Tilaya have two strategies. They begin by picking an input
value to test on each of the functions and each of the dynagraphs to see if they
can find a match. When they get to the bottom dynagraph as soon as they see
the output is 0 they say “bingo, the first one is green”. Then they start to work on
using the same strategy to determine a match for #2. As they start to drag the
sliders, Elise realizes that she had substituted -2 rather than 2 and questions
their solution. Eventually they decide they were correct and leave it alone. Their
second strategy was to look at the relationship between the input and output
values by comparing how the distance between them changes as they drag the
input. They compared the changing input - output they were seeing with what
they expected for the function. First they are talking about the orange dynagraph,
“I think it might be exponential.” Elise points to the arrow on the blue dynagraph
and says “like with these ones, they are so close”. Then pointing to the orange
dynagraph she says “but this one like jumps”. They decide that because of the
jump it might be #4 and decide to test it to see. Now they go back to the original
strategy of substituting values. Tilaya suggests they try 2 and calculates that the
output should be 4. The dynagraph is set so the input is where they estimate -2 is
on the number line and the output looks to be approximately 4. They appear to
be convinced that this is the correct match and the video stops.

Q3. Attend to the strategy(ies) that Dalton and Ethan are using to match the functions 
to their dynagraph. 

Pair 2: Dalton and Ethan 

Teacher responses will vary 
● Dalton and Ethan are testing each dynagraph. We first see them drag red to the

right and Ethan says “A goes from negative to positive” and the other says “it
gets to a certain spot and then stops” but then we see that they are looking to try
to approximate the y-intercepts. They note that the y-intercept of #1 is 2, they
drag A to where they approximate 2 to be, here they see the input and output are
the same value. Then dragging A further to the right note “and there it goes
positive up.” The other boy says “ooo ooo that might be 1. Because a positive
plus a positive…” he’s interrupted by the Dalton who says “lets not get ahead of
ourselves here”. They quickly move to test the blue dynagraph and move B to the

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.4_Dynamic_Function_Match_Dalton_and_Ethan_videopage.html
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right to the spot where B and B’ are the same value and say “this could be 1 right 
there.” They try to do this for each of the others as well. They do it with C and 
then with D it is not possible then Dalton notes “that one stays at zero no matter 
what” as they drag the input to the far left. He adds “the x continues to get 
negative the longer you drag it back.” Then dragging it to the far right he says 
“when you move it forward it shoots forward like that”. We then hear Ethan 
whispering to himself about x^2 and he tests the orange dynagraph. Dalton then 
says “I think #5 might be C…because the top will always get more positive as the 
y gets negative” As Ethan agrees and starts to rephrase what he said, the first 
boy moves the input to the right and left just to either side of 0. Then he doubts 
himself saying “well actually no, maybe not”. He places the input of the orange at 
0 and then moves to test the green again. As he drags the input to the far left on 
the green dynagraph the other boy says “that one gets to zero the more the 
bottom goes positive” (but it is pulled to the negative side). Dalton jumps up to 
test the blue dynagraph, dragging the input first left and then right, he sees the 
output go from the positive side, approach zero, and then move to the right again 
and notes “this one always stays positive” Dalton then says “this might be a 
parabola”. The boys then discuss when they learned about parabolas and what 
the equation for a parabola looks like, neither can remember. Ethan says “I was 
going to say that maybe 4 was C because I was thinking that maybe the x for the 
exponent could have been like if its positive but it also could be negative. Oooo 
but 3 whenever x is squared is going to be positive” Dalton starts to drag the 
input of the blue dynagraph back and forth from the far left to the far right and 
adds “because a negative times a negative is a positive…that might be 
dynagraph blue” Ethan adds “say if its -3 then -3 times -3 is a positive so like 
yeah. They agree that #3 would be B. 

● Dalton and Ethan begin by exploring the red dynagraph dragging A so that A’ is 0
and then to the point where A and A’ are equal and seem to be working to
identify the y-intercept. Ethan excitedly says “Oh that might be 1” and Dalton tells
him to “not get ahead of ourselves” because they haven’t looked at any others
yet. They then test each dynagraph and seem to be looking for where the input
and output are equal, they set each one in that way until they get down to the
green one and see “that one stays at zero no matter what” as they move the D to
the left. Dalton says “the x continues to get negative the longer you drag it
back…when you move it forward it shoots forward like that” as we see D’ move
quickly to the right. Dalton says I think #5 might be C because the top will always
get more positive as the x gets negative” however he then starts to question that
claim again as he drags it more. They then jump to testing the blue dynagraph.
They drag the input from the far right to the far left and back again. They see the
output move left to zero and then move right. Dalton says “this one always stays
positive…this might be a parabola”. They then talk about when they learned
about parabolas (last week) but neither remembers what the functions would look
like. They start to think about what would happen for negative values for the
functions given and note “OH! Whenever x is squared it is going to be positive”
with that they start to test the blue dynagraph again while discussing particular

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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values of x, “if its -3 and then -3 times -3 is positive” They agree that #3, the 
quadratic, must be the blue dynagraph. 

● Dalton and Ethan start by lining the dynagraphs up where their inputs equal the
outputs to compare to the functions they are matching to, but that didn’t work for
the green dynagraph so they stop. After that they start to pay attention to when
the inputs and outputs are positive and negative as they move them and how the
positive or negative input relates to the resulting positive or negative output. They
seem focused on the green and blue dynagraphs since the output for both is
always positive. Eventually they notice that the blue one changes from positive to
close to zero and then positive again, which reminds them of a parabola shape
but they don’t know what a function for a parabola is. They then start to think
about specific values substituted into #3 and #4 to see which behaves like either
the blue or green and when thinking about the product of two negative numbers
they decide that #3 must be the blue dynagraph.

Q4. Attend to the strategy(ies) that David and Noah are using to match the functions to 
their dynagraph. 

Pair 3: David and Noah 

Teacher responses will vary 
● When the video starts the boys are dragging the green dynagraph input left and

then right. As they drag the input to the far left and see the output seem to stop at
zero David says “they y doesn’t go past zero.” He then drags it to the far right
and then slowly back to the left and as the output approaches zero from the right
he says, “but it gets really close” he then starts to drag the input to the right again
and as the output goes to the right he says “and then it shoots off again”. Then
as he is dragging the input back and forth a little he adds “x and y aren’t going to
the be same either” There is a short break in the video and then we see Noah
dragging the red dynagraph and they are looking for a match for #3. David says
“we need to find one that increases faster and more gradually than x”. Noah
responds, “that will be the green one” so David then tests the green one. As
David drags the input to the right Noah says “see how fast it goes”. As he tests
the dynagraph moving the input back and forth on the right side David adds, “but
this one doesn’t go past y” and Noah agrees.

● David and Noah are testing the green dynagraph by dragging the input to the far
left and then right. They drag back and forth to the far left and note that the
output doesn’t “go past zero… but it gets really close” as he moves the input to
the far left. After seeing that it gets close as they approach 0 from the left with the
input, they drag the input to the right and add “then it shoots off again.” As they
continue to test the dynagraph by dragging the input back and forth on the
positive side of the number line they add that “x and y aren’t going to be the
same either. Later they are testing other dynagraphs but looking for a match for
the #2 function, the quadratic. David says they “need to find one that increases
faster and more gradually than x”. Noah says that will be the green one. When

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.4_Dynamic_Function_Match_David_and_Noah_videopage.html
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they test the green one by dragging the input to the right Noah says “see how 
fast it goes”. David agrees and points out again that “it doesn’t go past y”. 

● David and Noah drag the input to the right and describe how “fast” the output is
changing. Paying attention to the rate of change allowed them to quickly match a
dynagraph to its function.

Q5. Compare and contrast the manner in which the students are exploring the 
functions using the Dynagraphs across the three video clips. Make sure to pay attention 
to the various aspects of function they are attending to.  

Teacher responses will vary 
● At first Elise and Taliya are paying attention to specific points, not overall

behaviors. Later they look at the relative distance between the input and output
to narrow down the choices, switching back to testing specific points to be sure
about their choices. Dalton and Ethan use relative direction to determine the
function matches. David and Noah are paying attention to relative speed (rate of
change).

● Elise and Taliya are paying attention to y-intercepts and other specific points. It is
like they are imagining making a table of values to test the match between the
dynagraph and function. Dalton and Ethan are paying attention to when the
outputs increase or decrease as the inputs increase or decrease. David and
Noah are watching the rate of change, they pay attention to the speed they
change the input and how fast the output changes in comparison.

Q6. Imagine you are facilitating a whole class discussion focused on identifying the 
dynagraph that represents the function 𝑦 = 2". Together the class has decided that it 
must be either the blue (B → B’) dynagraph or the green (D → D’) dynagraph. Based on 
your monitoring of the students as they worked, you have decided to select the 3 pairs 
of students above to discuss their strategies in this discussion. The beginning of the 
discussion is shown below.  

Teacher:  So we’ve decided that 𝑦 = 2" must be either the 
blue or the green dynagraphs. Elise, how did you 
and Tilaya think about this?  

Elise:  Well, at first we were plugging in values for 𝑥. So 
like we’d imagine 𝑥 = 2 and set all of the 
dynagraphs.  

Teacher:  Why don’t you come up and show us. 
Elise: Ok. [Sets the blue and green dynagraphs so the 

input is at what they imagine is about 2. See 
image to the right.] But when we did that, they 
both look about the same. So then we dragged 
them both a bit more. We were looking at how 
long the arrows connecting the input and output 
were, but they were still about the same so we 
were stuck.  

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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Teacher:  Tilaya, is there anything you would like to add?  
Tilaya:  Yeah. Even though I changed the input, the distance between the input and 

output changed, but it seemed the same for those two.   
 
 
Write the next 10 - 15 lines (i.e., talk turns) of dialogue for how you would continue this 
discussion towards students meeting your learning goal. Make sure you include the 
other two pairs of students (Dalton and/or Ethan, and David and/or Noah) and share not 
only what will be said, but also how the technology will be used. Insert images if they 
are helpful. 
 
Teacher responses will vary.  
 
Sample 1:  

Teacher:  Dalton and Ethan do you all agree with Tilaya and Elise conjecture? 
Dalton:  Yeah. When we were trying to identify the match of graphs and 

functions, we pay attention to the behavior of each graph, and this 
makes sense because the graph starts slow and then jumps fast, like 
an exponential function would behave. 

Teacher:  David and Noah, going by the reasoning of your classmates, do you 
find any restrictions in the inputs or the x values? 

Noah: Well, I know that, if x=0, y=1, so one is the smallest output when you 
plug non-negative numbers.  

David:   Yeah. And if we plug negative numbers for x, we get really small 
numbers, close to zero. That means, the graph of the function does not 
go to the left (negative). 

Teacher: Does anybody have anything to add? 
Tilaya:  Yeah. I think that we all found an effective way to solve these 

problems. All you must do is to test the function with some inputs: 
negative, positive and zero, and see which graph matches that. 

Elise:  I agree. We tried to follow that strategy when we set x=2, but it had the 
limitations of not being sufficient because more than one graph could 
have similar outcomes. We simply had to test more numbers to narrow 
the possibilities. 

Teacher: David, what do you think about this conclusion?  
David: I think this is a good strategy and that it is also important to know 

beforehand what the graph of the functions looks like, so you can 
visualize what is expected to happen. 

Teacher: Great point, David! That would be very helpful. Well-done class! 
 
Sample 2: 

Ethan: Can you try putting the graph’s inputs to zero again and then slowly 
move them forward? 

Dalton:     Don’t forget to also move them backwards too this way we can see 
what happens when they are negative. 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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Teacher: What happens to the output when the x^2 function had a negative 
input? 

David: The output should be positive whether the input is positive or negative.  
Teacher:  Okay so when looking at the input being negative of both Dynagraphs 

B and D what do we notice about the outputs? 
Ethan:   Dynagraph D stays at 0 and dynagraph B increases. 
Teacher:   So, what does this tell us about the graph of dynagraph D? 
Tilaya:      Dynagraph D would have about y=0 while x is negative then at x=0 y is 

about 1 then as x increases y increases exponentially. 
Teacher:   Correct. What about Dynagraph B? 
Elise:        Dynagraph B’s output increases in a positive manner when the input is 

decreasing. When x=0, y=0 and then when x is increasing y is 
increasing at a fast pace. 

Noah:      So, the 𝑥! is B because it looks like a parabola and it has the 
properties of it. Such as increasing when the numbers are negative 
and having y=0 when x=0. 

 
Sample 3: 

Teacher: Assuming that the zero for the input line is aligned with the zero on the 
output line, let’s look at how the blue and green dynagraphs are when 
we put the input, x-value, as zero. What do we notice? 

Noah:  When the blue dynagraph is at input zero, I notice that the output is 
also zero which does not match with the function y=2x. 

Teacher:  Now what do we notice about the green dynagraph when the input is at 
zero? 

Dalton: The output is at about one, which is the answer for y=20. 
Teacher: So, what do you notice when we align the inputs to about one? 
David: The output for the blue dynagraph is the same as the input but the 

green dynagraph output is bigger. 
Teacher: Does this help support our decision that the green dynagraph matches 

the function y=20? 
Tilaya: When the exponent is negative wouldn’t our answer be negative? So, 

neither of them would work. 
Dalton: When the exponent is negative it makes our answer smaller, but it can 

never be negative. 
Teacher: When you have a negative exponent, remember the power rule and 

send the base with that exponent to the denominator. So, if we did 
y=2-2 it would be 122 which is ¼. Our answer will never become 
negative but as the exponent because a bigger negative the answer 
will approach zero. 

Tilaya: So, looking at the blue dynagraph when I drag the input to a bigger 
negative the output gets really big so that won’t work for this function? 

Teacher: It will not because negative exponents cause the output to approach 
zero, never further away from zero. 

 
 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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